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FOREVER YOUNG, YOUR INDIVIDUAL Trainer You can now take advantage of the training
encounters Frank and Karen Cuva have gained from two decades of one-on-one training in their
fitness studio in Northridge California. In this fully illustrated book, you could have the same
techniques utilized by hundreds of customers of most ages to reach their goals of an athletic look,
housed in a healthy body. commentators, and newspapers, are heralding the medical benefits
which can be accomplished with regular training using resistant type workout. The publication is
spiral bound, rendering it easy to open to the workout sheet and workout directly from the book.
Now training could be effective without having to be dull!V. More than eighty different training
programs are included, from the basic newbie to the advanced body builder. No very genetics
here--just people who worked regularly with practical goals to motivate them. Whether in the finest
of gyms, or your house with basic of workout equipment, you will discover a program to fit your
needs. Many magazine, T. Every exercise and device is completely illustrated, showing just how to
execute the exercises correctly, and without damage! This manual discusses atlanta divorce
attorneys day language how to achieve your practical fitness goals. The ahead on the FOREVER
Small MANUAL was compiled by Doctor Kant Tucker, a kidney specialist, who knows from first
hand experience the benefits to be derived from a regular workout program. The authors have also
witnessed the remarkable outcomes proper exercise can possess, with diabetes, high blood
circulation pressure, heart attacks, and of course, obesity No super versions demonstrate the
exercises. We utilized real some people that have acquired to overcome the same difficulties you
have experienced. The models range in age group from forty-three to sixty nine. It helps you keep
accurate records of your progress.
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Most serious trainers Period ! The expertise and knowledge shared in this book will transform many
lives, (since it provides mine), and I extremely, HIGHLY recommend it!! I have already been around all
the major fitness clubs in LA county and in Europe and never found an establishment as serious as
the one handled by Frank and Karen. I know it is an assessment from the time because they have
closed and took their retirement recently I believe... All of the fitness clubs today have trainers
providing a sweat without plan, not even a written plan with periodization. Thew fitness and health
industry is sick and I would say a fraud that needs government regulations asap! It is unfortunate
that the fitness industry isn't needing this constant education from their trainers. They believe that
they may take 100 dollars and hour just because the trainer appears handsome and fit by training
course a bean boy or seaside volley girl.. I am using a amount of the routines recommended in the
book, and can testify to their effectiveness in obtaining me in GREAT shape!The exercise industry
today is mostly a joke with attractive trainers having only a certification from a non accredited
institution and not even following constant CECs. I even want to workout when I travel, now,
because I don't desire to avoid feeling "Forever Young". The best guide to getting in shape! Loved
training with them in person. Great pair of professionals! I bought this book years back and
somehow misplaced it. I'm looking high and low to get a replacement copy.. However they were the
only passionate trainers I have met and the just ones with interest and had set a training system
with documentation for each and every client they would train.. That's how great of helpful
information this book is! An absolute must have for your book collection. I just was frustrated after a
week. I've been performing the exercises for about three weeks and am pleased with the
outcome.We need to be thankful to the authors to make us all healthy. Thank You. Forever Young,
Your Personal Trainer I've constantly wished that I have been born into this existence with an
owners manual. I've now discovered one in Frank and Karen Cuva's, FOREVER YOUNG, Your
Personal Trainer.We discovered weight training at age group 63 when I finally decided to do
something for the health of my bones. It has been proven that weight schooling is among the most
effective ways to increase strength, preserve metabolism, reinforce bones, and push away
osteoporosis in both men and women; The authors give step by step, easy to follow and clearly
illustrated guidelines on the right path to fat lifting--without injury. And they don't prevent there! With
an engaging design they share their own personal tales of advancement in the arenas of
bodybuilding and fitness (truly inspirational). They address problems of motivation, diet and age
appropriate progression..What comes through loud and clear in this publication is that Frank and
Karen Cuva really care about all of us folks stumbling our method toward fitness. This book can be
an incredible resource to both the novice or experienced in weight training.] o y c o f f e e . AN
EXERCISE Book for MY generation!"hey. This is normally a TERRIFIC book, designed to assist
instead of intimidate those baby boomers taking up weight training exercise. This reserve has been
an ideal guide. This book is an amazing companion for the people performing weight training
exercise. This book is geared to the more mature set, (though the exercises are certainly effective
on the younger crowd)! Nevertheless, unlike books where the photographs generally depict models
under the age of 30, this book's every web page uses gorgeous models, (male and female), who
are MY age and older! You get the sensation when you go from page to page... WOW!.... Consider
it to the fitness center, take it on the road.[I think she's over the age of ME! YES! Good book.
Honestly unmatched in the whole industry. Carushka Jarecka Age group 51 President of Carushka
Bodywear Your Portable FITNESS EXPERT!..if SHE can do it, what's stopping me?!?" And the male
models? Ladies and gentlemen as well will be motivated! It really is a veritable treasure chest of
solidly supported, period tested, perfectly illustrated Understanding in how to protect one's physical
youth, (if not actually turn back the hands of period)! The exercises range from the "oh my GAWSH



that is too easy" to "oh my GAWSH I cannot believe I simply DID that!", carrying an individual of the
manual from beginner to advanced. Another reserve I bought was the South Beach Diet book.. A
wonderful duo of professionals. Great Book! Because of the magic of "Forever Youthful". Workout
charts I received additionally book is really good and incredibly easy to follow. therefore, many are
taking on the practice. Their instructions are clear cut, step by step, easy to check out and clearly
illustrated instructions on the right path to pounds lifting--without injury.your portable personal trainer
is there to keep you on the track to better health and a far more attractive body! Excellent Book I'm
a senior and We find it easy to understand the design of the authors writing also the exercises are
laid out in an easy to check out pattern....it was very regimented. For less than the cost of one hour
with a live personal trainer, you can have a proven schedule of routines at your finger tips. Included
in the reserve are enough workout charts to consider you through an entire 12 months without
repeating a routine.. FINALLY!com) Its made from soybeans which is a godsend for those troubled
with hot flashes like myself. The end pages are reserved for monitoring your outcomes with already
organized charts. I read that publication and found the plan to consist of things I'd eat and the things
were normal supermarket items so no hunting at the health food stores or buying online. This
workout book is suitable for all ages and if you are a senior its an absolute must have. Never too
young to learn This book is actually well illustrated, and when you consider the ages of the people
in the pics and the exercises they are doing, it should shame you into getting your new yrs
resolution started.! Never looked better I look and feel more youthful now than I did so 20 years
ago! If you always desire to be young, then this is the publication you were seeking for. I love the
easy to follow workout charts that include the book.Congratulations Frank and Karen, you were a
great example unfortunately un followed by way too many.]. Whether you utilize a personal trainer
full-period or you are your own private trainer, this book is normally invaluable! I did benefit through
the elimination of my coffee habit by using a wonderful coffee substitute called soyffee ([...she
appears GREAT..... all the training program were prepared, programmed and documented for each
client.I read the book and We thought, this doesn't sound too bad, but I found myself miserable. If
you are an individual trainer, you cannot afford to not own this book!
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